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Abstract

This paper proposes a novel application of computer
vision and signal processing, called Virtual Wireless
Microphone ( V W M). It integrates real-time face tracking
and sound signal processing. VWM is intended to be
used as a speech signal input method for human
computer interact ion(HC1). especially for autonomous
intelligent agen! that interacts with humans like as
"digital secretary". Utilizing VWM. the agent can clearly
listen human master's voice remotely as if a wireless
microphone were put just in front of the master.
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Introduction

Both semiconductor technology and computing power
have rapidly grown in these years. These remarkable
trends have recently raise an expectation for more

friendly computer-human interface[ I]-[g]. If computer
could l isren human voice command and behave properly,
il would be very convenient and much desirable for us.
Emerging agent technology draws a dream towards such
a user-tiiendly computer. Typical example is an
autonomous intelligent agent that interacts with humans
like as a digirnl secre!on.
However even state-of-the-art speech recognition
technology requires high quality noisePess input. Users
of current speech recognition system are forced to put
headset microphone to prevent background noise.
Because of this difficulty and inconvenicnce of usage,
the speech recognition still cannot be applied to the
human computer interaction (HCI).
To make the speech recognition practically applicable
to the HCI, some novel trchnique to pick up speech
sound clearly and remotely is keenly required. In other
words, a technique to form acutrsticficus is needed. To
realize such technique there are two problems to be
solved. One is how to track and obtain location of
human's face in ma1 time. The other is how to fom the
acoustic focus at the measured face location in three
dimensional space. The location of the face is not fixed
according to molion o f the human's head and body.
EspecialZy, in case of the digital secretary application,
the user may walk around in hislher office mom.
To solve these problems this paper proposes a novel
computer human interface. named Virtual Wireless
Microphone ( V WM), which integrates computer vision
and sound signal processing.

AS for the first problem, real time face tracking and
binocular stereo vision are utilized. Face tracking is
realized with skin cotor extraction. Binocular stereo
vision calculates three dimensional location of the
tracked face.
As for the second problem, the proposed V W M
utilizes microphones array. Setting gain and &lay o f
each microphone properly enables to form acoustic focus
at desired location. Based upon the location measured by
the above mentioned stereo vision. gain and delay of
each microphone are determined. Ry repeating this
calculation at video rate enables the acoustic focus to
track the mouth in real rime.
Dai et a1.[91 discussed microphones array as a mean to
realize tekscopic microphone system with variable focus.
Our work reported in this paper is an extension of their
work by integrating with real-time computer vision.
In the following, section 2 describes principle of the
proposed virtual wireless microphone. In sect ion 3 , real
dime face tracking is discussed. Section 4 describes
mechanism of acoustic focusing by microphones array.
Results of simulation are also described. Section 5 is
conc tusion.
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Virtual Wireless Microphone
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Fig. 1 illustrates principle o f t he proposed system. The
system consists of face tracking pan and micmphanes
array part. The face tracking part detects and tracks
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Fig. I Principle orproposcd syslcm
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human face. And i! continuously calculates three
dimensional coord,inates o f !he face utilizing binocular
stereo. To detect and track face area. skin color
extraction method is utilized. Stereo matching is
performed with dedicated hardware ta calculate
comelat ion. The calculated three dimensional coordinates
is sent to microphones array part as output.
The microphones array part makes acoustic +facrrr at
the face location that is detected. tracked and measured
by the face tracking part, Since distances from a sound
source lo each microphones are dinerent. a sound wave
of the same phase reaches each microphones at different
time. In other words, phases of the microphones output
signal at a time are so different. The acoustic focus can
be realized by equalizing the phases by adjusting delay
and gain of each microphones output based upon [he
measured location of the race.

3 Face Tracking
The face tracking part consists of skin color extraction
and binocular stereo, A method used in the skin color
extraction part is based upan YIQ color representation
instead of commonly used RGR one, because I and Q
components of the Y I Q are independent or brightness
and free from brightness change. Original idea of the
method is found in Mori et a1[10]. Skin color is
possible to be defined as some continuous region in 1Q
plane. Thus skin color area of the input image can be
extracted by filtering each pixel o f the input image based
upon whether the corresponding paint in the 1Q plane is
within the region or not.
The extracted face area in one eye is matched with

corresponding area in other eye image for binocular
stereo calculation. Stereo pair matching is based upon
cross correlation uti t izing dedicated hardware. The
hardware is originally developed by lnoue er. al. of Univ.
of Tokyo [ 1 1 jl P 211 131 and commercialized by Fuj itsu
[141[15][16), We utilize Fujitsu's product. It can
calculate cross correlation of 8 by 8 template within
search space at about 500 times during one video
h m e ( l / 3 0 sec). Since the calculation of cross
correlation is performed at far beyond video sate by the
hardware, the stereo calculation can be done in real rime.
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Microphones Array

This section describes principle of the acoustic focus.
Fig. 2 shows coordinale system of microphones array. As
shown in the figure the microphones are laddered on xaxis. Each distance between microphones is denoted as d.
In this discussion, frequency of sound is assumed as
IKHz. i.e. wavelength of the sound is about 34cm at
ordinary room
temperature. Distance between
microphones. d, is set to ha1 Fof wavelength. about 1 7cm.
Microphone is indexed as Mi,. where i ranps from -N to
N. Thus number of microphones is 2N+1.

Fig. 2 Coordinate system of microphones array
In the figure, F(xf yfl denotes the acoustic focus. SCxs.
y)denotes the sound source. Distance from the focus to
i-th microphone is represented as RFi,
Similarly RSi denotes distance from the sound source to
i-th microphone. When the sound source is sine wave
with amplitude 1 and FrequencyJ it is
written as
~ ( f =) sin 2

~ t

Output of i-th microphone is as follows.
1

xi(l)=-sin2R/(f-n')

RSi

0)

(2)

Where n is the rime delay from the source to the i-th
microphone. The delay is proportional to the distance

from the source to the microphone.
The delay is wrinen as

r i = R%/v
(3)
where v is velocity o f sound at current temperature. The
amplitude of the output From the i-th microphone decays
in inverse relation to the distance from the sound source.
In case the sound source is located at the focus point,
there must be the furthest microphone from the focus
and distance between the microphone and the focus is
represented as RFmar. Putting additional delay to the
output signal of each microphone by tRFmar-RFi)/v
equalize phase o f each microphone's output. And setting
gain of i-th microphone as RFi compensates the
amplitude decaying. In othes words, pming the
additional delay by fRFmax-RFdiC and setting gain as
RFi realizes the acoustic focus at the location F(.rJ )lJ).
Location o f the face is obtained with real-time binocular
stereo vision as described in the previous section.
Summation o f each microphone's output y(t) can be
written as;
,=-,v

Thus this equation becomes

y ( r ) = ( 2 h T +I)sin2$(1-

RF max

(3

)

I'

because of RFi = RSi.
In case the sound source is not located at zhe focus
point, i.e. S.1.r.7,jlsj # F(x[ ,:I).the stlmmation. yttj is
written
as
follows.

R'3 + RF max- RFi

y ( r ) = ~ E s i 2 dn ( r RSi

v

1

To confirm the feasibility o f the proposed idea, we
have conducted computer simulation. Result o f the
simulation is as follows. Fig. 3 and 4 plots the spatial
distribution of the sensitivity for different focus points.
In the figures. z-axis denotes deci be1 representation of
the sensitivity, ACT.$, ys; 3Fj:yfl.
For better visibility. contour line is plotted on x-y
plane. We can see higher sensitiv~tg spans from
microphones (x-axis) to the focus point and the
sensitivity steeply decreases away from rhe focus. Fig. 5
shows a result of different number of microphones. As
the numbers increase, the sensitivity distribution
becomes steeper.

1

cos2g

+ B(xs, ys; .q,
yf )) (6)
represents
the
sensitivity
o f the
A(.rs. )a; .rL
microphones array for given focus F&f; yf,.
= A(.rs. ys; x f . v f )s i n l 2 d t

Fig. 3 S e n i t i v i v distribution (I )

To improve the sensitivity distribuzion such that
"peak" appears, additional microphones can be assumed
on an axis parallel to y-axis. The additional microphone
is indexed as Mj, where j ranges from -,M to hl. Total
summation of all microphones' output y(r) can be
rewinen as;

sensitivity
(dB)+,

This equation is also rewritten as follows
1

where
t2-i= ailxs,vs; xf', ~f),

Fig. 4 Scnsitivih, distrihution ( 2 )

M' = ;tj(xs. ys: xf. .$I.

Pi = Pi(xs. V S ; xf, ,yf 3, and 4 = cT( .rs,y.7; x f , ~ ).
!f
The equation (8) can be rearranged to a form similar to
(6). Fig. 6 shows a result of the extended system with
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S Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel application o f real-time
computer vision and sound signal processing. It is named
Vinual Wireless Microphone (VWM). It integrates real
time visual tracking o f face and sound signat processing.
Key technologies are real-time skin color extraction,
correlation based stereo matching, and acoustic focusing
with microphones array. Preliminary experiments and
simulation results prove the feasibility of the proposed
idea, Implementing a seal sysrem based upon the idea
and experimenting by the system are future works.
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